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Sitip at Ispo confirms its position as a sustainable company and 

presents a preview of the new trendy colors for fabrics 
Thunderbike Power, Blizzard and Cobra 40 Power 

 
From the first Sustainability Report to the reduction of CO2 emissions, up to the ISO 

50001 Energy Certification, expected to arrive at the end of the month. 
More and more green, at Ispo Sitip presents the new and exclusive color charts 

 

 
 

 
The TexClubTec Technical Textiles Section of Sistema Moda Italia will be present at Ispo, the most 
important international fair for the sport and outdoor sector, with a new location - Hall A1 stand 
213.1-6 - and a group of companies, including Sitip, this year taking part in the fair with three new 
and important goals achieved as a sustainable company: 

• publishing of the first Sustainability Report, which concretely demonstrates the company’s 
commitment that rethinks at its business in a greener perspective, 

• obtaining the ISO 50001 Energy Certification by the end of the month - for greater 
transparency and more efficient energy management throughout the supply chain with the 
consequent reduction of environmental impact, 

• a new photovoltaic system. 

More and more performing and sustainable fabrics, suitable for sports such as cycling, triathlon, 
running, outdoor, yoga, fitness, cross-country skiing, horse riding, golf and many others. In 
particular, we’ll see at the fair, among the Sitip proposals, the technical fabrics of the NATIVE 
Sustainable Textiles line, produced with pre and post-consumer GRS certified recycled yarns and 
low environmental impact chemicals. The consequent lower consumption of natural resources 
guarantees compliance with environmental and social criteria extended to all stages of the 
production chain, including the traceability of raw materials. 

Sitip presents a preview the new trendy colors for Thunderbike Power, Blizzard e Cobra 
40 Power fabrics 
 
The main fabrics of this 2022 edition of Ispo are:  

• BLIZZARD (della linea BLIZZARD Thermal Comfort), 
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• THUNDERBIKE POWER (della linea THUNDERBIKE POWER Stretch&Shield), 

• COBRA 40 POWER (della linea COSMOPOLITAN Fashion-tech). 

 
Three technical stretch fabrics with excellent wearability, maximum 
coverage and high UV protection, transversal for sportswear and 
urbanwear, for which the company has created a new color palette: 
those that belong to the tradition and history of Sitip and others 
brand-new, the result of careful research of new trends and 
collaboration with its customers. 
 
A simple and elegant selection that embodies the whole soul of Sitip: 
continuous research and development, a passion for sport and 
attention to new trends. 
 
 
 
 

 
About Sitip 
Sitip S.p.A. is an Italian company with over 60 years of experience, specializing in the production of synthetic warp-knitted fabrics, intended for the technical industrial world, 
and stretch and circular fabrics, intended for the world of clothing. The latter, specifically, are intended for sportswear and urbanwear and are able to combine technical 
performance and intrinsic quality of production and sustainability, thanks to the concrete commitment to innovative and susta inable production processes, as well as to 
research and development. Official Supplier of Giro d’Italia since 2014 with the supply of fabrics for the Pink Jerseys Sitip, starting from this year is also sponsor and/or 
supplier of some of the most important national cycling races, consolidating its bond with sport and in particular with the cycling sector, demonstrating the great expertise 
in the production of highly technical sportswear fabrics, used by the biggest international active brands. Continuous innovation goes hand in hand with a far-sighted 
corporate strategy, since Sitip makes use of the most recent technologies and the most advanced machinery to allow continuous production and quality updating. 
Sustainable development is a fundamental objective for ever greater environmental quality and social equity. To achieve this,  Sitip operates in line with international 
certifications such as OEKO-TEX®, BLUESIGN®, GRS and adheres to the ZDHC gateway, adding to these an ISO 14001 environmental management system. 
At Performance Days Sitip brings its latest innovations with a focus on the embossing technique, a particular system of mechanical processes that can also be used on 
recycled items from the NATIVE Sustainable Textiles line, a technology that is applied to fabrics produced with recycled yarns and chemicals with low environmental impact, 
implementing the GRS standard (Global Recycle Standard), the result of the sustainable management implemented by the company. Sitip exports all over Europe, Central 
and North America, Asia. 
www.sitip.it 
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